
 

ll copyrights and trademarks for material included in MacDoom Review 
belong to their respective authors and owners. Use of a term in this 
publication should not be regarded as affecting the validity of any trademark 
or service mark. Do not republish any works from MacDoom Review without 
first acquiring permission from the author or copyright owner!!

GT Interactive Software, id Software, Lion Entertainment, and Presage 
Software in no way endorse or support this publication or its contents. Nor do
any other companies whose name or products might be mentioned herein.

This publication may not be sold for profit. It may be redistributed provided 
no fee is charged for content (reasonable download or media fees excepted).
It may be included on a CD-ROM collection, BUT ONLY WITH PERMISSION.

Overwhelming thanks to contributors Jason Carter, Steve Duff, Two Gun Mojo,
Danny Stuyck, Tarl Roger Kudrick, Aaron Burrough, Brett Wertz, Ethan 
Butterfield and Beau Mullis. Plus, thanks to everyone who wrote a letter to 
the editor, whether I used it or not. I enjoy reading my MDR mail more than 
anything, and I try to answer all that I can. Also, believe it or not, thanks to 
Microsoft for hiring me after my recent move to Seattle. And my deepest 
thanks to my wife, Jacqui, who actually enjoys writing for MDR! (What, does it
show?!)

"Good, bad" sound and R.I.P. graphic from Army of Darkness-TC. (Special 
thanks to Sam Raimi and Bruce Campbell for warping my formative years, 
and helping me onto the path I'm on today!)

MacDoom Review logo designed in Adobe Photoshop 3.0.5 with help from 
Xaos Tools' TypeCaster plug-in. Game graphics by id Software, extracted 
using WinTex, with drop shadows and other effects added in Photoshop with 
assistance from Alien Skin Software's Black Box plug-ins.

No Microsoft products were used in the making of this e-zine, unless you 
count Internet Explorer. Oh yeah, and SoftWindows sort of counts. As a 
matter of fact, this entire issue was created based on a dream that Bill Gates
once had. He's probably patented it, so we'll all get sued, and before you 
know it MDR will be assimilated.

Sweet dreams.
 




